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What Matters (revised) 

 

 

Choreographed by Karen & Nigel Poll - March 2013 pollykaz7@live.co.uk ~ 01379 853571 

www.stilldancing.co.uk 

 

Description  48 count dance, Man Facing OLOD, Lady Facing ILOD , 

Western hold. Right Shoulder to Right Shoulder. 

Man's steps listed, Opposite footwork throughout. Unless stated 

 

Music  Lovin' You is Fun - Easton Corbin CD: All over the Road 

 

Alternative Don't Really Matter - Roy Torres. 

  
 

  
 Rock forward, recover, Shuffle, Rock back, recover, Shuffle 
1-4  Man - Rock forward on left, recover on right, Left shuffle back 

 Lady - Rock back on Right, recover on Left, shuffle ½ turn left. into wrap 

5-8  Man - Rock back on Right, recover on left, Right shuffle forward. 

 Lady - Rock back on left, recover on right, Left shuffle ½ turn right, 

 out of wrap into open hand hold. 

 

 Walk, Walk, Shuffle ¼ turn right, Walk, Walk, Shuffle ½ turn right 

9-12  Man - Walk forward Left, Right, Left shuffle forward turning ¼ right to face RLOD 

 Lady – Walk forward Right, Left, Right shuffle forward turning ¼ right to face LOD 

13-16  Man - Walk Right, Left, turning ½ right, (behind lady) Right Shuffle into LOD 

 (bringing ladies Right hand over head, into wrap) . 

 Lady - Cross Left over Right, Right to right side (in front of man) Left shuffle forward into LOD 

 (Steps 9-12 Right Shoulder to Right Shoulder) 

 

 Walk Walk Shuffle, (Lady full turn, shuffle) Cross rock, side shuffle. 

17-20  Man – (Release both hands) Walk forward Left, Right, Left Shuffle, 

 Lady – Turn ½ turn right stepping forward on Right, turn ½ right stepping 

 back on Left, Right Shuffle into LOD, Into Sweetheart position, 

21-24  Man - Cross rock Right over Left, recover on Left, Right Side shuffle 

 (behind lady changing sides, bringing Left hands over ladies head) 

 Lady - Cross rock Left over Right, recover on Right, Left side shuffle 

 (in front of man changing sides) 

 

 Cross Rock, side shuffle, Walk Walk shuffle (Lady full turn shuffle) 

25-28  Man - Cross rock Left over Right, recover on Right, Left side shuffle (behind Lady changing sides 

 bringing Left hands over ladies head, back into Sweetheart position) 

 Lady - Cross rock Right over Left, recover on Left, Right side shuffle (in front of man) 

29-32  Man - Walk forward Right, Left, Right shuffle (into LOD) 

 Lady - Turn ½ Right stepping back on Left, turn ½ Right stepping forward on Right, 

 Left shuffle forward (into LOD) 

 

 Turning ¼ right Side behind shuffle ¼ turn, Rock, shuffle ½ turn 

33–36  Man - Turn ¼ right stepping left to left side, cross Right behind left, turn ¼ left, Left shuffle (into LOD) 

 Lady – Turn ¼ Left stepping Right to Right side, cross Left behind Right, turn ¼ Right, Right shuffle 

 (Bringing Right hands over ladies head, arms crossed right hands on top) 

37-40  Man - Rock forward on Right, recover on left, Right shuffle ½ turn (to face RLOD) 

 Lady - Rock forward on Left, recover on Right, Left shuffle ½ turn 
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 Pivot ½ turn, shuffle, Pivot ½ turn, shuffle ¼ turn. 

41-44  Man – (releasing hands) Step forward Left pivot ½ right, Left shuffle forward, 

 Lady – Step forward Right, pivot ½ turn left, Right shuffle forward. 

45-48  Man - Step forward Right, pivot ½ Left, turn ¼ Left, right side shuffle 

 Lady - Step forward Left, pivot ½ Right, turn ¼ right, Left side shuffle 

 (Back into Closed Western) 
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